Yale Undergraduate Architecture & Urban Studies Majors
Guide to Summer Fellowship Applications

CIPE Grants Database Fellowships arranged in the following categories:

1. Your research is in a particular field
2. Your research is in a particular location
3. You are an international student AND your research is in a particular location
4. You are a double major in another field
5. You are pursuing community service
6. You are in a particular residential college

Note on submission deadlines: The date indicated below doesn’t mean it’s due at midnight on that day. Some fellowship applications are due at noon, 1 pm or 5 pm of the date listed below.

Note on highlighted cells at left: The left column highlights fellowships that have been previously commonly received by undergraduates studying Architecture and Urban Studies.

---

Your research is in a particular field:

**General**

Class of 1966 Summer Fellowship

Unlike most summer fellowships at Yale, the Class of 1966 Davenport Fellowships favor projects that are not related to your course work or your senior essay. Instead, they offer $5,000 for you to do something you are passionate about that may not have anything to do with what you are studying—something you deeply want to do and would otherwise be unable to do during the summer before your senior year.

Friday, January 31, 2020

**Architecture**

Harvey Geiger Fellowships in Architecture

The Harvey Geiger Fellowship, established by Harvey Geiger, B.A. 84, M.Arch 89, support undergraduate travel and research in Architecture. The fellowship acknowledges the formative role of travel in the education of an architect and encourages the first hand exploration of significant issues and contexts.

Thursday, February 20, 2020

**Arts & Museum Studies**

Art Museum Scholar Summer Internships at the Yale Center for British Art and the Yale University Art Gallery

Art Museum Scholar Internships will provide funds for four undergraduate students to participate in summer internships at the Yale University Art Gallery, the Yale Center for British Art, or other art museums.

Not listed

Blankstein Curatorial Fellowship at the Jewish Museum in New York

Joseph Silfa Center for Jewish Life at Yale is happy to announce The Blankstein Curatorial Fellowship at The Jewish Museum in New York, which provides stipends of $5,000 for each of five Yale students (not restricted to undergraduates) to participate in a full-time, summer internship, where they are engaged in high-level curatorial and publications learning experiences.

Wednesday, February 26, 2020

John Bolt Morse Memorial Fellowship

The John Bolt Morse Memorial Fellowship, from the endowments of Jonathan Edwards College, supports summer independent research in the fine arts, with preference given to an art student. This fellowship is intended for first year, sophomore and junior students conducting research in the summer.

Wednesday, February 19, 2020

Josef Albers Traveling Fellowship Fund

The Josef Albers Foundation has established a fellowship at Yale University to be used for awards for travel expenses in connection with scholarly research involving pre-Colombian or Colonial art and artifacts of Mesoamerica, Central America and South America.

Not listed

Marshall Bartolomow Summer Arts Fellowship

The Marshall Bartolomow Summer Arts Fellowship was established by the Yale Glee Club to provide financial support for current Yale students who wish to design and implement their own community-based summer arts projects. Preference will be given to projects that involve choral singing, but other music-related projects, and in rare circumstances other arts-related projects, may be considered.

Wednesday, February 12, 2020

Mary Hatchkiss Williams Travel Fellowship for the Visual Arts

The Mary Hatchkiss Williams Travel Fellowship for the Visual Arts, awarded by the Yale University Art Gallery, supports travel abroad for qualified Yale undergraduates engaged in making visual art.

Saturday, February 15, 2020

Nancy Horton Bartels Scholar Internships

The Nancy Horton Bartels Scholar Internships provide funds for Yale undergraduate students to participate in academic-year internships at the Yale University Art Gallery and the Yale Center for British Art. Multiple internships at both the Gallery and the Center are offered annually, and are funded by an endowment established in 2005 by Henry E. and Nancy Horton Bartels.

Saturday, February 15, 2020

**Asian Studies**

Council on East Asian Studies Senior Essay Research Grants

The Council on East Asian Studies at The MacMillan Center offers CEAS Senior Essay Research Grants to support Yale University undergraduate student research in preparation for their senior essays. The senior essay must have a focus on the East Asia region (primarily China, Japan, and Korea). The research can be performed during the summer or the academic year.

Friday, April 24, 2020

Council on Southeast Asia Studies Grants

An endowment from the Ford Foundation allows the Council on Southeast Asia Studies to provide limited support for the research-related purposes of students with a demonstrated commitment to the field of Southeast Asian Studies (i.e., Burma/Myanmar, Cambodia, East Timor, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Papua New Guinea, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam).

Monday, February 24, 2020
| South Asian Studies Council Conference Grant for Graduate Students | The South Asian Studies Council Travel Grant provides travel support for Yale University Graduate Students to attend and/or participate in South Asian Studies workshops, conferences and meetings on topics in South Asian history, politics, economics, languages and culture in the United States and internationally throughout the academic year as well as during the summer. | Tuesday, June 30, 2020 |
| South Asian Studies Rustgi Fellowships | The South Asian Studies Council at The MacMillan Center offers Rustgi Fellowships for summer research grants to students with a demonstrated commitment to the field of South Asian studies. The general purpose of these grants is to increase understanding of the region among Yale students. Although graduate students may apply, preference will be given to undergraduates. | Saturday, April 11, 2020 |
| South Asian Studies Senior Essay Research Grant | For undergraduate students who are doing summer research on South Asian Studies for their senior essays. All students are eligible to apply; however, preference will be given to South Asian Studies majors. | Tuesday, February 18, 2020 |
| British Studies Barbara Taft Summer Grant in British Studies | The British Studies Program of the MacMillan Center invites applications for the Barbara Taft Summer Grant in British Studies for undergraduate students whose work or research involves some aspect of British or British Imperial History in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries. Research may be conducted anywhere in the world, including the USA or Europe. | Wednesday, February 26, 2020 |
| Classics Department of Classics Undergraduate Summer Research and/or Travel Awards | The Department of Classics will make available a limited number of summer research and/or travel awards (for up to a maximum of 5 worthy projects) for trips to various research and study venues in the summer of 2017. This application is intended to serve as a common application in the sense that students submit one application, which is reviewed in consideration for one of the five awards that are available. | Tuesday, April 7, 2020 |
| Economics Herbert Scarf Summer Research Opportunities in Economics | Herbert Scarf Summer Research Opportunities in Economics is a program designed to give you a chance to get directly involved in the ongoing research of your professors. Working closely with a professor, you will get a better idea of what “doing research” actually means, and why your professors view it as exciting and worthwhile. You will also have an opportunity to learn, through practical experience, some of the skills associated with the process of doing research. | Monday, March 2, 2020 |
| Environmental Studies/Management Summer Environmental Fellowship | Summer Environmental Fellowship applications are welcomed from all Yale undergraduates (except for graduating seniors) interested in learning about environmental issues over the summer. The summer experience should provide the student with a substantive environmental research or training opportunity. Past SEF recipients have interned with environmental organizations and governmental agencies, or worked on research projects in the field and in laboratories at Yale and other universities around the globe. | Thursday, May 7, 2020 |
| European Studies European Union Studies Grants | The European Union Studies Program of the MacMillan Center invites applications for the European Union Studies Summer Grants to graduate and undergraduate students whose work or research involves the European Union or some aspect of European integration. | Wednesday, February 26, 2020 |
| Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowships - FLAS - EUROPEAN STUDIES - SUMMER | The Whitney and Betty MacMillan Center for International and Area Studies at Yale invites applications to the summer 2019 Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowships (FLAS) for modern language study. The FLAS fellowships are funded under Title VI grants from the U.S. Department of Education. The goal of the FLAS fellowships is to enhance the international expertise of U.S. nationals. Applicants must adhere strictly to URDE rules. | Friday, February 28, 2020 |
| Koggi-Berzins Fellowships for Baltic Studies | The Whitney and Betty MacMillan Center for International and Area Studies at Yale invites applications for the Koggi-Berzins Fellowships for Baltic Studies. Prizes of up to $2,000 will be awarded to current Yale undergraduates and graduate students for research or language study in or about a Baltic country in the summer. Projects may be conducted in the USA or Europe. | Wednesday, February 26, 2020 |
| Food Global Food Fellowships | The Yale Sustainable Food Program's Global Food Fellowships support the extracurricular study of food systems. These opportunities are designed to offer experiences outside of Yale's campus, allowing for place-based practice and participant observation on multiple levels of the food system. | Sunday, March 1, 2020 |
| French Studies Clara Levillain Prize | The European Studies Council at the Whitney and Betty MacMillan Center for International and Area Studies at Yale invites applications for the 2018 Clara Levillain Prize competition. Grants are available to students beginning research on a project with a strong and direct connection with France, French language or French culture. | Wednesday, February 26, 2020 |
| Gender Studies, Sexuality Studies Shana Alexander Research Fellowship in Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies | The Shana Alexander Research Fellowship in Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies provides a limited number of fellowships to support original undergraduate research projects in women's, gender, and sexuality studies. | Wednesday, February 12, 2020 |
| Solomon Research Fellowship in LGBT Studies | The Solomon Research Fellowship in LGBT Studies provides a limited number of fellowships to support original undergraduate research projects in sexuality studies, especially in lesbian, gay, bisexual, and/or transgender studies. The award is made possible through the generosity of Andrew Solomon (class of 1983) who has an active interest in promoting research and scholarship in LGBT studies. | Wednesday, February 12, 2020 |
Yale Women Faculty Forum Seed Grant

We offer these grants to identify innovative ways to support the YFF mission by investing in the diverse work of faculty and student scholars at Yale. We extend this program to support our tripartite mission of fostering gender equity throughout the University via policy initiatives and research; promoting scholarship on women and gender across the university; and promoting mentoring, collaboration, and networking. We aim to expand research in areas of gender study and build visibility for issues and policies related to gender in higher education.

Friday, November 1, 2019

Humanitarian Response, Trans-national Migration

John E. Linck and Alanna Headland Linck Fellowship

Awarded for an internship or project of personal educational value on humanitarian service to others.

Monday, March 23, 2020

Program on Refugees, Forced Displacement, and Humanitarian Responses

The Program on Refugees, Forced Displacement, and Humanitarian Responses is pleased to announce the availability of a limited number of awards for qualified undergraduate, graduate, and professional students who wish to conduct international summer research on issues related to the refugee crises in the world. Awards generally range from $750 to $3,000.

Friday, April 17, 2020

RITM Research and Conference Travel Award

The RITM Research and Conference Travel Award, administered by The Center for the Study of Race, Indigeneity, and Transnational Migration (RITM), supports research and conference travel by Yale students on topics related to race, indigeneity, or transnational migration. Individual awards typically range from $200-$500 for conference travel and from $500-$2,000 for term-time research trips.

Wednesday, January 22, 2020

Jewish Studies

CMES Ganized Family Travel Fellowship

The Council on Middle East Studies invites applicants to the Ganized Family Travel Fellowship competition. This fellowship provides support for undergraduate and graduate students on all subjects related to communal and religious tolerance and understanding, security and cooperation, natural and economic resources, environmental, scientific and technological collaboration and development, communication, culture, gender, and family in Israel or for academic work elsewhere in the field of Jewish Studies.

Monday, March 2, 2020

Jehiel R. Elazar Foundation Travel Fellowship

The Jehiel R. Elazar Foundation Travel Fellowship supports undergraduate students at Yale pursuing summer research or independent study on topics related to Judaic Studies. The topics may include, but may not be limited to: Jewish History and Culture, Jewish communities around the world, or studies related to Israel. Proposals for topics researching anti-Semitism are not eligible.

Wednesday, February 19, 2020

Salo W. and Jeannette M. Baron Student Research Grants

The Yale Program for the Study of Antisemitism (YPSA) invites applications for the Salo W. and Jeannette M. Baron Student Research Grants. The purpose of the grants is to support current Yale University undergraduate or graduate students who wish to pursue focused research on some aspect of antisemitism. Grants can be used to fund travel or research conducted at Yale. Typical grants will be in the range of $500-$2,000 with a $3,000 maximum. The research must be carried out in the year following receipt of the award.

Monday, March 2, 2020

Sunday, February 28, 2020

William and Miriam Horowitz and David and Iris Fischer Judaica Project Funds

The William and Miriam Horowitz and David and Iris Fischer Judaica Project Funds seek to promote summer projects that will increase understanding of Jewish history, culture, or religious thought in a demonstrable way.

Sunday, March 22, 2020

Jewish Studies

CIFE Summer Journalism Fellowships: Bildner

These fellowships provide summer funding to students pursuing and furthering their study of writing, specifically in the field of journalism. The fellowships will consider self-designed journalism projects and internships related to all types of journalism (e.g., print, photo, broadcast).

Wednesday, February 12, 2020

CIFE Summer Journalism Fellowships: Shana Alexander

This fellowship provides summer funding to students pursuing and furthering their study of writing, specifically in the field of journalism. The fellowships will consider self-designed projects and internships related to all types of journalism (e.g., print, photo, broadcast).

Wednesday, February 12, 2020

CIFE Summer Journalism Fellowships: Yale College Summer Journalism

This fellowship provides summer funding to students pursuing and furthering their study of writing, specifically in the field of journalism. The fellowships will also consider self-designed projects and internships related to all types of journalism (e.g., print, photo, broadcast).

Wednesday, February 19, 2020

Gordon Summer Journalism Fellowship

The Gordon Summer Journalism Fellowships are intended to support and inspire independent summer journalism projects in the U.S. or abroad, particularly (but not exclusively) for aspiring journalists, writers and photographers. The Fellowship is open to Yale Journalism Scholars and to active participants in the Yale Daily News and its affiliated publications. Applicants are encouraged to be ambitious and creative in their thinking.

Monday, March 30, 2020

Genocide/Mass Atrocity Studies

Charles E. Schmid Family Foundation Summer Internship Fellowships

The Genocide Studies Program (GSP) at the Whitney and Betty MacMillan Center for International Affairs announces availability of the fellowships for undergraduate students to support an internship experience in the field of genocide and mass atrocity studies. The proposed internships should be with non-governmental or other organizations engaged in activities related to the prevention of genocide and mass atrocities. The internships should be approximately ten weeks in duration.

Tuesday, February 25, 2020

Global Affairs

Leitner International Research and Internship Fellowship

The Jackson Institute for Global Affairs invites applications for the 2019 Leitner International Research and Internship Fellowship. The Fellowship provides support to undergraduate students undertaking a project contributing to an understanding of international affairs. A project may be an independent research project, an internship or formal study/coursework.

Friday, February 21, 2020
Les Aspin 1960 Summer Fellowships

The Les Aspin International Public Service Fellowships, administered by Yale’s Jackson Institute for Global Affairs, provide funding for selected Yale upcoming Juniors’ and exceptionally Sophomore’s summer research and service projects on international security and international affairs. The Yale College Class of 1960 established the Fellowships in honor of their classmates, Les Aspin (former member of Congress, Chairman of the House Armed Services Committee, and U.S. Secretary of Defense). Reflecting Aspin’s public service interests, grants are awarded to well-articulated proposals for foreign or domestic study and internships related to current issues of national security and global affairs, including policy, defense, diplomacy, and intelligence, and global environment, economic development, and conflict resolution.

Friday, February 21, 2020

Language Study

MacMillan Center Summer Fellowships for Language Study

The Whitney and Betty MacMillan Center for International and Area Studies at Yale invites applications for Summer 2020 fellowships for language study. All foreign languages are eligible for funding except for Chinese, Japanese, and Korean. Students interested in studying Chinese, Japanese, or Korean should apply to the Richard U. Light Fellowship Program.

Wednesday, February 19, 2020

Public & Global Health

Global Health Field Experience Awards

Global Health at Yale invites applications to the 2019 Global Health Field Experience Awards to support scholarly endeavors for Yale undergraduates working in the field of global health. Although graduating seniors are not eligible to receive this award, seniors in the 5-year BA/BS/MPH Program may apply.

Sunday, March 1, 2020

Global Health Scholars: Seed Funding Award

The Global Health Scholars: Field Experience Award is an award which is available to Global Health Scholars to provide seed funding in support of summer field experiences.

Sunday, March 1, 2020

Global Health: Yale-Collaborative Action Project (Y-CAP)

Global Health at Yale invites applications to the Yale-Collaborative Action Project (Y-CAP) award supported by the Maureen and Anthony Oviedo Fund for Global Health to enable scholarly endeavors for teams of Yale students (undergraduates and graduates) working in the field of global health. (As are undergraduates, 5th year MPH students are eligible to apply.)

Sunday, March 29, 2020

InnovateHealth Yale: Internships in Social Entrepreneurship Award

The InnovateHealth Yale: Internships in Social Entrepreneurship Award is made available to support summer internships for Yale undergraduate and YSPH students who wish to explore innovative solutions to public health challenges.

Sunday, March 29, 2020

Yale College Fellowships for Research in Global Health Studies

The Yale College Fellowships for Research in Global Health Studies provide support for original undergraduate research projects in global health studies, including the study of the social, political, economic and biological determinants of health.

Sunday, March 1, 2020

Politics & Government Service

Class of 1960 John Heinz Government Service Fellowship

The Class of 1960 established the John Heinz Government Service Fellowship supports sophomores and juniors in U.S. government service summer internships at the federal, state, or local level.

Wednesday, February 12, 2020

Georg Walter Leitner Program in International and Comparative Political Economy Grants

The Georg Walter Leitner Program in International and Comparative Political Economy invites applications from graduate and undergraduate students at Yale University whose research focuses on political economy.

Tuesday, February 25, 2020

Joe Rose ‘81 Government Service Fellowship

The Joe Rose ‘81 Government Service Fellowship Fund is open to all first years, sophomores and juniors in Yale College for summer internships in a federal, state, or local government or agency of the United States government in the U.S.A. or overseas.

Wednesday, February 12, 2020

Michael N Levy Fund for Political Internships

The Michael N. Levy ’85 Fund for Political Internships supports summer internships in national, state, or local politics as indicated below. This fund will support three internships this summer and the maximum award amount per student will be $4,000.

Friday, March 27, 2020

The Yale Westchester Alumni Association (YWAA) Summer Fellowship

The Yale Westchester Alumni Association will offer a summer fellowship for $4,000 to a current first year, sophomore, junior, or senior Yale College student in order for them to take an unpaid summer internship at a not-for-profit or government organization.

Wednesday, March 4, 2020

Wendy E. Blanding Memorial Summer Fellowship

The Blanding Fellowship supports unpaid summer internships for a limited number of sophomores and juniors who receive financial aid from Yale.

Wednesday, December 2, 2020

Women in Government

This program is designed to encourage Yale undergraduates to explore political careers by participating in challenging (unpaid) internships with elected representatives in Congress or in other political arenas. Proposed internships must include primary activities where students can see government and policy-making first-hand. *Please email Tanisha Gupta (tanisha.gupta@yale.edu) to be included on the Women in Government email list to learn of all programming related to this Fellowship. Events and workshops are held each semester.

Friday, February 14, 2020

Middle East / Central Asian Studies

CMES Libby Rouse Fund for Peace Fellowships

The Council on Middle East Studies invites applications to the Libby Rouse Fund for Peace Fellowship competition from undergraduate students whose work focuses on the countries of the Middle East or Central Asia.

Monday, March 2, 2020

Public Service

Cohen Summer Public Service Fellowship

Supports juniors in summer public service projects abroad and in the United States lasting at least 8 weeks.

Wednesday, February 12, 2020

Dwight Hall Summer Fellows

Specifically designed for those engaged students who need the time and resources to explore an idea for the greater good, Dwight Hall Summer Fellows are employed full-time, minimally for eight weeks, and asked to execute an innovative project that attempts to fill a social need.

Friday, February 28, 2020

Liman Undergraduate Summer Fellowship for Yale College Students

The Liman Summer Fellowship offers undergraduate students an opportunity to work at public interest organizations in the United States.

Wednesday, January 22, 2020

Udall Scholarship

The Udall Scholarship was originally established by Congress in 1992 to honor Congressman Morris K. Udall and his legacy of public service. The Morris K. Udall and Stewart L. Udall Foundation annually awards approximately 50 scholarships of up to $7,000 and 50 honorable mentions to US sophomores and juniors committed to careers related to the environment, tribal public policy, or Native American health care.

Thursday, February 13, 2020
Yale College Public Service Research Grant - Research for a Better World

The Yale College Public Service Research Grant (Research for a Better World) supports sophomores and juniors in all disciplines undertaking an independent, directed research project related to public service. Proposals should comprise directed research studying solutions to important societal issues or environmental problems. Awards of $4000 are given; additionally, awards will be supplemented by up to $4000 to cover expenses students request in the CPE Summer Fellowships Common Application budget.

Wednesday, February 19, 2020

(Sciences & Humanities)

Franke Fellowship in Science and the Humanities

The Franke Program in Science and the Humanities is pleased to award The Franke Fellowship in Science and the Humanities, which is made possible by the generous support of Mr. and Mrs. Richard (’53) and Barbara Franke. Fellowships will be awarded to rising seniors to support senior research, essay, or art project proposals that explore new and productive intellectual connections between science and the humanities.

Awards are intended to support research during the summer between junior and senior year, or during the following academic year.

Monday, March 9, 2020

Gary Steh Fellowship

Awarded to a Yale undergraduate for a project of research aimed at bringing about scientific, social, or educational practical effects.

Monday, March 23, 2020

Lewis P. Curtis Fellowship

The Lewis P. Curtis Fellowship, from the endowments of Jonathan Edwards College, supports summer research in the fields of history, philosophy, and the arts and letters.

Wednesday, February 19, 2020

Yale College Dean’s Research Fellowship in the Humanities and Social Sciences

The Yale College Dean’s Research Fellowship in the Humanities and Social Sciences provides a limited number of fellowships to support strong original undergraduate research projects that cannot be supported through other programs or faculty research grants.

Wednesday, February 19, 2020

Jeffrey Lewis Summer Research and Travel Fellowship

The Jeffrey Lewis Summer Research and Travel Fellowship, from the endowments of Jonathan Edwards College, supports summer research projects in the humanities, with preference given to students in the Humanities major. This fellowship is intended for students conducting research in the summer. Applications for this fellowship will be accepted via the CPE Research Fellowships Common Application.

Wednesday, February 19, 2020

Social Justice:

Davis Projects for Peace

Davis Projects for Peace is an initiative for all undergraduates enrolled as of fall at any of the 90 American colleges and universities in the Davis United World College Scholars Program (including Yale). These students are invited to design grassroots projects that they will implement during the following summer, either in the U.S. or abroad. Individuals or groups of undergraduate students from the same institution may submit proposals. (US citizenship is not required.)

Wednesday, January 15, 2020

Strong Family Travel Fellowship for Peace and Development

The Whitney and Betty MacMillan Center for International and Area Studies invites applications to the Strong Family Travel Fellowship for Peace and Development. Grants of up to $1000 will be awarded to current students in Yale College to pursue summer research, as well as academic programs, internships related to study peace-building initiatives and/or economic development, either during the summer or the academic year.

Not listed

GALA Summer Fellowship

Supports unpaid summer internships lasting at least 6 weeks with non-profit organizations focusing on political, economic, social, or cultural issues that affect lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or queer individuals.

Thursday, February 20, 2020

STEM

Alan S. Tetelman 1958 Fellowships for International Research in the Sciences AND the Robert C. Bates Summer Fellowship

The Alan S. Tetelman 1958 Fellowships, from the endowments of Jonathan Edwards College, provides support for original undergraduate research projects abroad in the natural and applied sciences.

Wednesday, February 19, 2020

Julia Vance and Jason Carter Travel Fellowship

The Julia Vance and Jason Carter Travel Fellowship has been established to support undergraduate students at Yale pursuing travel, research or internship opportunities related to engineering, specifically projects sponsored by the Yale chapter of Engineers Without Borders.

Tuesday, April 30, 2019

National Institute of Standards and Technology Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship - NIST SURF

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) offers Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowships (SURF) at NIST laboratories in Gaithersburg, MD, and Boulder, CO. These are fully funded nine-to eleven-week research opportunities for US citizens and permanent residents who are undergraduates majoring in science and engineering subjects considering graduate work. Students with biology, chemistry, computer science, engineering, materials science, mathematics, nanoscale science, neutron research and/or physics majors are always encouraged to apply; there may be research opportunities for students with other majors.

Monday, January 13, 2020

The Ferenc Gyorgyey Research Travel Grant

The Ferenc Gyorgyey Research Travel Grant is available to historians, medical practitioners, and other researchers who wish to use the collections of the Harvey Cushing/John Hay Whitney Medical Library. In any given year the award is up to $1,500 for one week of research. Funds may be used for transportation, housing, food, and photographic reproductions. The award is limited to residents of the United States and Canada.

Tuesday, April 30, 2019

Yale College Dean’s Research Fellowship in the Sciences AND Rosenfield Science Scholars Program

Both the Yale College Dean’s Research Fellowship and the Rosenfield Science Scholars Program seek to promote the academic development of promising students through engagement in original scientific research and provide fellowship support for undergraduate STEM research projects.

Friday, February 21, 2020

Urban Studies

Friedman Family Travel/Research Fellowship

Supports summer research projects related to urban development and urban studies in the U.S. or abroad, with a preference for projects in developing countries.

Wednesday, February 19, 2020

Your research is in a particular location:

General
Tillian Petritz Prize for Summer Foreign Travel

The Whitney and Betty MacMillan Center for International and Area Studies invites applications to the Tillian Petritz Prize competition. Grants of up to $4000 will be awarded to current juniors in Yale College, or sophomores in exceptional cases, for summer travel outside the United States designed to enhance the student’s understanding of foreign culture and/or international relations.

Tuesday, February 25, 2020

Henry James Travel Fellowship

The Henry James Travel Fellowship, from the endowments of Jonathan Edwards College, supports Yale College students from any residential college carrying out internships outside of the US during the summer. Applications for this fellowship will be accepted via the CIPE Summer Fellowships Application.

Wednesday, February 12, 2020

Howard W. Hilgendorf Memorial Fellowship

The Howard W. Hilgendorf Memorial Fellowship, from the endowments of Jonathan Edwards College, supports Yale College students from any residential college undertaking unpaid or very low-paid internships outside of the USA. Applications for this fellowship will be accepted via the CIPE Summer Fellowships Application.

Wednesday, February 12, 2020

Robert C. Bates Summer Research Fellowship

The Robert C. Bates Summer Research Fellowship, from the endowments of Jonathan Edwards College, supports students who give evidence that their educational experience would be significantly enhanced by a project of independent study and/or research outside of the continental U.S.

Wednesday, February 19, 2020

United States

Wyss Scholars Program for the Conservation of the American West

The Wyss Scholars Program for the Conservation of the American West seeks to identify and nurture a new generation of leaders on Western land conservation issues. Students who are committed to careers in Western land conservation, either with a government agency or a non-profit conservation group working in the region, defined as Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington and Wyoming, should consider applying.

Tuesday, January 21, 2020

Africa

Social Enterprise in Africa Fellowship

The Council on African Studies of the Whitney and Betty MacMillan Center for International and Area Studies invites applications for the Social Enterprise in Africa Fellowship. The fellowship is only open to students currently enrolled in Social Economics in Developing Economies (AFST 301).

Saturday, April 25, 2020

Yale – Sanergy Internship: Sustainable Sanitation in Nairobi’s Urban Slums

Sanergy is an award-winning social venture in Nairobi, Kenya that builds healthy, prosperous communities by making hygienic sanitation accessible and affordable in Africa’s urban informal settlements. Our systems-based approach to solving the sanitation crisis involves five key steps: we build a dense network of franchised micro-entrepreneurs, who operate low-cost, high-quality waterless sanitation facilities – called Fresh Life – as small businesses. We provide critical support services – such as access to finance, business analytics, training and aspirational marketing and branding.

Wednesday, March 25, 2020

Asia

Charles H. Siegel Traveling Fellowship

The Charles H. Siegel Traveling Fellowship was established to support undergraduate students at Yale pursuing research projects in countries east of the Caspian Sea, excluding China, Japan, Korea, Taiwan. Internships are generally ineligible unless academic research is the primary focus.

Wednesday, February 19, 2020

Charles Kao Fund Research Grants

The Charles Kao Fund Research Grants at The MacMillan Center provide support for summer research in East and Southeast Asia.

Friday, February 7, 2020

Harold C. Conklin Research Fellowship in the Philippines

Thanks to the Quirino Abizc family, this fellowship provides support of up to $3000 to a Yale graduate or undergraduate student conducting primary source or direct summer or academic year research in the Philippines proper. Recipients of the fellowship will be welcomed upon arrival in the Philippines to a dinner and tour, who will also endeavor to provide introductions to any relevant members of society and institutions who may be helpful to the recipient's research.

Monday, February 24, 2020

Robert Lyons Danly 1969 Memorial Travel Fellowship

The Robert Lyons Danly 1969 Memorial Travel Fellowship was established to support undergraduate students at Yale pursuing research or independent study (excluding language study) in Japan during the summer.

Wednesday, February 19, 2020

Summer Fellowship in Japan

The Japan Program of the Council on East Asian Studies has established the Summer Fellowship in Japan to support internships, projects, and research taking place in Japan. Language study and other study programs are not eligible.

Wednesday, February 12, 2020

Japan Foundation's Center for Global Partnership Grants

Grants of up to $5,000 will be awarded to current students in Yale College, for travel to Japan intended to enhance the student’s understanding of Japanese politics or diplomacy. The research can be done during the summer or the academic year (including spring break).

Wednesday, November 6, 2019

Latin America

Albert Biedner Travel Prize

Open to third-year undergraduate students only, the Biedner Prize supports travel to Latin America or the Caribbean for summer research related to the undergraduate senior essay.

Friday, February 28, 2020

CIPE Spanish and Latin American Fellowships: Nibela Summer

The CIPE Spanish and Latin American Fellowships include the John O’Leary and Patricia Capedo Fellowships for the Study of Latin America, the Nibela Foundation Travel Fellowship, and the Yale College Class of 2004 Travel Fellowship. The Nibela fellowship will support independent volunteer projects or internships in Latin America where Spanish is the primary language.

Wednesday, February 12, 2020

CIPE Spanish and Latin American Fellowships: O’Leary Capedo Summer

The CIPE Spanish and Latin American Fellowships include the John O’Leary and Patricia Capedo Fellowships for the Study of Latin America, the Nibela Foundation Travel Fellowship, and the Yale College Class of 2004 Travel Fellowship. The O’Leary and Capedo Fellowships support study-related travel and language study in Latin America. Notice to students applying for funding to support language study, study abroad or Yale Summer Session courses: Due to the volume of applications, the Spanish and Latin American fellowships are only able to offer up to $1000 to support language study, study abroad or Yale Summer Session courses.

Wednesday, February 12, 2020
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Deadline Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steven Clark Senior Essay Travel Grant</td>
<td>The Whitney and Betty MacMillan Center for International and Area Studies announces competition for Steven Clark Senior Essay Travel Grant. Established to honor the legacy of Steven L. Clark, this fund supports research travel related to the undergraduate senior essay. The amount is $3,000. All students are eligible to apply, however, preference will be given to projects related to Latin America. The research can be done during the summer after the junior year.</td>
<td>Sunday, February 23, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinker Field Research Grants</td>
<td>The Council on Latin American &amp; Iberian Studies announces its competition for Tinker Field Research Grants. The Field Research Grants are to be used for travel and field-related expenses for brief periods of pre-dissertation field research in Latin America.</td>
<td>Tuesday, February 25, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert S. Kilborne Memorial Traveling Scholarship</td>
<td>The Robert S. Kilborne Memorial Traveling Scholarship supports summer independent research in England on some aspect of English literature, history, or the arts.</td>
<td>Wednesday, February 19, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanities Summer Study in Rome</td>
<td>Funding for Humanities Summer Study in Rome supports participation in the Yale Humanities in Rome Summer Program (HUMS 3250). Open only to students currently enrolled in or who have successfully completed City of Rome (HUMS 444).</td>
<td>Friday, March 27, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alec Ellison ’84 and Tamar Sadah ’85 Israel Travel Fund</td>
<td>The Alec Ellison ’84 and Tamar Sadah ’85 Israel Travel Fund provides a stipend to all undergraduate students carrying out an unpaid internship in Israel.</td>
<td>Sunday, March 1, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisa Spungen Bildner ’75 and Robert Bildner ’72 Israel Travel Grant</td>
<td>The Elisa Spungen Bildner ’75 and Robert Bildner ’72 Israel Travel Grant is awarded through Sifka Center and provides opportunities for Yale undergraduates to develop a deeper appreciation for the land of Israel and/or Judaism.</td>
<td>Tuesday, March 31, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schusterman Israel Travel Grant</td>
<td>Joseph Sifka Center for Jewish Life at Yale and Charles and Lynn Schusterman Family Foundation offer generous financial support to defray the cost of summer work internships, academic studies and research in Israel.</td>
<td>Tuesday, March 31, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale-Weizmann Israel Science Collaboration Program</td>
<td>This program supports Yale undergraduates who undertake summer research at the Weizmann Institute of Science in Rehovot, Israel, outside Tel Aviv. For students doing summer research, the program can provide travel and housing/living support and covers all fields of science at the Weizmann Institute. In addition, the Weizmann Institute has its own summer program for students from throughout the world, the Kupcinet-Getz program.</td>
<td>Friday, January 1, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMES Cagatay Summer Travel Fellowship</td>
<td>The Council on Middle East Studies invites applications for the Cagatay Summer Travel Fellowship for research in Turkey. This Fellowship is made possible through a 2007 gift from Selma Cagatay-Scarr.</td>
<td>Monday, March 2, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underrepresented Region</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boren Undergraduate Scholarship</td>
<td>The National Security Education Program (NSEP) David L. Boren Scholarships provide up to $20,000 to US undergraduate students to study abroad in areas of the world that are critical to U.S. interests and underrepresented in study abroad, including Africa, Asia, Central &amp; Eastern Europe, Eurasia, Latin America, and the Middle East.</td>
<td>Wednesday, January 15, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging-Market Countries, Developing Countries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunrise Foundation Travel Grant</td>
<td>The Sunrise Foundation Travel Grant supports students who have obtained an internship position or have developed a project in an “emerging market” country. Eligible regions of the world include all of Latin America, Asia (excluding Australia, Korea, New Zealand, Japan, Singapore, and Hong Kong), Africa, the Middle East, Russia, and Eastern Europe. This fellowship is not intended to support internships or projects which have a participation fee or program fee.</td>
<td>Wednesday, February 12, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas C. Barry Summer Travel Fellowship - Summer</td>
<td>The Thomas C. Barry Summer Travel Fellowship supports summer independent projects and other work abroad in developing countries.</td>
<td>Wednesday, February 12, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilbur G. Downs International Health Student Travel Fellowship</td>
<td>The Downs Fellowship supports graduate and professional Yale students who undertake health-related research primarily in low- and middle-income countries. The Downs Fellowship provides opportunities for challenging experiences abroad as Fellows create and improve in the face of unforeseen events, acquiring new perspectives on their responsibilities and capabilities as professionals. The Downs Fellowship Committee makes awards based on merit.</td>
<td>Sunday, March 1, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-English-Speaking Countries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Huang Undergraduate Travel Fellowship</td>
<td>The Parker Huang Undergraduate Travel Fellowship helps to support a year of study, research, or work abroad. The Fellowships are awarded each year to students who plan to study or work in non-English-speaking countries. The awards are intended to support either advanced language study beyond the intermediate level (began at Yale or elsewhere) or study/work/research in the language of the host country focusing on socio-cultural issues in the host country.</td>
<td>Wednesday, February 5, 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You are an international student AND your research is in a particular location:

**Alexander P. Nixon Fellowship**
The Alexander P. Nixon Fellowship supports Yale international undergraduate students pursuing summer travel within the United States for research, independent projects, or unpaid low-paid internships. U.S. citizens and U.S. Permanent Residents are ineligible. Special priority is given to applications from students who hold Alexander P. Nixon Scholarships, with secondary preference given to students from Africa, but all international students are welcome, and encouraged, to apply.

You are a double major in another field:
ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDIES
Michael COE Summer Fieldwork Fund
The funds are intended primarily for undergraduate Archaeological Studies majors seeking to fulfill their summer fieldwork requirement.

FRENCH
Kenneth Cornell Memorial Undergraduate Research Grant for French Francophone Studies
Undergraduates who declare a Major in French or a Double Major including French, and who will graduate as such, are invited to apply for the Kenneth Cornell French Major Research Grant. The grant should be used to travel to France or a French-speaking country, with the aim of undertaking research that will help in the writing of the senior thesis. The grant provides up to 2000 USD to each successful applicant.

HISTORY
Alum Undergraduate Research Fund in History
Established in 2018 out of the generosity of Elizabeth Dom Lublin (91) and Keith Lublin, this travel fund supports undergraduate history majors who wish to visit an archive outside of the United States in preparation for their senior essay.

Travel Fellowship in Honor of Professor Robin W. Winks - ISS
ISS administers a travel fund, established in 2002 in honor of Professor Robin W. Winks. The fund supports only undergraduate History majors who are researching senior essays in the field of international studies.

ETHICS, POLITICS, & ECONOMICS
EPE Senior Essay Research Awards
The EPE Senior Research Awards provide travel and research support for Yale University Ethics, Politics, & Economics students to complete research for senior theses to be completed in the subsequent academic year. The competition is only open to students in the EPE major.

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Political Science Summer Research and Internship Grants
The Department has funds available for sophomore and junior Political Science majors from the Frank M. Patterson fund to support summer research and Political Science-related internships, maximum amount around $2,500

You are pursuing community service:
Cahoon Summer Fellowship
We have recently learned that we will again be able to use a fund in Morse College that was set up by an alumnus to honor Herbst. We have received word that in 2006 and 2014 Morse grantees were invited to participate in this program. The program is open to students interested in any area of social service.

Timothy Dwight Community Engagement Fellowship
The Timothy Dwight Community Engagement Fellowship is intended to support student efforts to create and foster long-lasting relationships with New Haven institutions and organizations. This new fellowship provides students with an annual stipend of $3500 to undertake public service projects in any field, but priority will be given to collaborations with institutions within the vicinity of TD.

You are in a particular residential college:
[Your] College Richter Fellowship
This award is for independent study and research. It cannot be for travel, or for a program of work, however valuable. An internship, for example with a governmental agency, is a valid use only if there is a significant component of study or research, which must be clearly identified. Creative projects are also valid. "Independent" means that enrollment in courses is not in itself a valid use. Being part of a research team in biology or archaeology, for example, is valid, since certain fields research is typically done in teams rather than alone.

[Your] College Mellon Senior Research Grant
To provide funding to offset the costs associated with a senior research project or senior essay. For funding research which must take place during the academic year and awardees must present the result of their research either to the Senior Mellon Forum or another educational forum in the college.

BERKELEY
Robin Berlin Fellowship
The award will be granted to students from Berkeley College, who have shown a commitment to and academic excellence in both the humanities and the natural sciences. It will be in the form of a fellowship for summer study that will further the student's knowledge and understanding of these two disciplines together.

BRANFORD
Class of 1959 Summer Traveling Fellowship
The Class of 1959 has established several Class of 1959 Travel/Study Fellowships in Branford College, one of which is in memory of Albert St. Pergam '50, father of Lizzy BR '93 and Jane BR '90. Competition for these Fellowships is open to all Sophomores and Juniors in Branford College who give evidence that their intellectual or personal development would be significantly and usefully enhanced by study or travel (abroad or in the United States) who have not previously been a recipient of this Fellowship.
Class of 1982 Cowles Summer Fellowship
For Davenport first-years and sophomores. If you're planning a project or internship related to media, government, or public service, we encourage you to apply for the Class of 1982 Cowles Summer Fellowship. The Cowles Fellow will receive a grant of $2,500 to cover living expenses while he or she volunteers, conducts research, or serves as an intern in a field connected with public discourse or community service. Friday, March 27, 2020

Daniel Meriman/Ted Bensinger III Fellowship for Davenport Seniors
The Daniel Meriman/Ted Bensinger Fellowship for Davenport College Seniors supports a travel fellowship for study, research opportunities, language immersion programs, or academically-related work or travel. Please provide up to 1-2 page project proposal, a letter or support from a faculty member specifically related to the project, a resume and an official transcript. Wednesday, March 18, 2020

Seymour L. Lustman Fellowship for Davenport Seniors
This fellowship is for Davenport College seniors for an immediate post-graduate project in the areas of arts and culture. Please provide up to 1-2 page project proposal, a letter of support from a faculty member specifically related to the project, a resume and an official transcript. Wednesday, March 18, 2020

GRACE HOPPER

Dwight V.V. Waterman - Summer Fellowship
Summer Fellowships in Community Service and Leadership development for juniors of Grace Hopper College with an unpaid summer internship. Thursday, March 26, 2020

MORSE

Cahoon Summer Fellowship
The Fellowship will be given to a student from Morse, including current seniors, for engaging in at least 7-8 weeks of community service in the New Haven area during the summer. The fund, known as the Cahoon Summer Fellowship, is an award of $3,500. There may be multiple recipients, if adequate support can be given to each. You must register for this fellowship on the student grant fellowship data base. Friday, March 6, 2020

SAYBROOK

Bruce M. Babcock 52 Travel Research Fellowship
The Bruce M. Babcock Travel Research Fellowship is intended to provide travel funds annually to enable a resident of Saybrook College to pursue a research project in the United States or abroad. Recipients must submit written summary reports explaining the use of their fellowship to the Saybrook College Office. Wednesday, March 25, 2020

Shutack Award
The Shutack Awards for Film Projects are offered in Saybrook College for students interested in producing films. Only Saybrook students with primary responsibilities in the proposed project may apply. The maximum award is $1,200 and may be used in conjunction with other awards. Monday, January 20, 2020

Saybrook College Research Fellowship
A Saybrook College Research Fellowship is awarded for independent study and research, including research internships or being part of a research team. This award is $1,000, and recipients must submit written summary reports explaining the use of their Fellowship to the Saybrook College Office. Wednesday, March 25, 2020

SILLMAN

Howard Topal Travel Fellowships
This is an unrestricted fund that can be used to support travel fellowships for students residing in Silliman College. Wednesday, March 25, 2020

George J. Schulz Summer Fellowship in the Physical Sciences
The Schulz Summer Fellowship will grant awards of up to $1,000 to a resident of Silliman College to support research in the Physical Sciences. Wednesday, March 25, 2020

TIMOTHY DWIGHT

Timothy Dwight Bargin Fellowship
The Bargin Fellowship may be awarded to a freshman, sophomore or junior student in Timothy Dwight College for summer course study, an internship or a work experience. In the spirit of its namesake, former Master Thomas Bargin, the fellowship is designed to foster equal opportunity and to encourage personal initiative and experience. The fellowship is intended to allow a Timothy Dwight student to undertake a summer experience from which he or she would otherwise be precluded for financial reasons. An individual applicant can request a maximum of $1,000 for the summer experience, and it is typical for either $1000 or $500 to be awarded. Friday, March 27, 2020

Timothy Dwight Chubb Student Fellowship
Timothy Dwight Chubb Student Fellowship is designed to provide equal opportunity for Timothy Dwight students to undertake public service or leadership development in any professional field, though government and public affairs will continue to take priority. Students may apply for ongoing projects in the New Haven area during the Yale academic semesters or projects elsewhere and abroad during spring break or summer break. There is no minimum length for the experience. Friday, March 27, 2020